
 

 
Fargo renewed for second season, will return 
to Calgary to film 
By Alex Strachan, Postmedia News July 21, 2014 6:59 PM  
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The Emmy-nominated dark comedy Fargo will be returning to Calgary and southern Alberta to 
shoot a second season. 

FX president and CEO John Landgraf made the announcement Monday morning at the summer 
meeting of the TV Critics Association in Beverly Hills. 



Later in the day, producer Warren Littlefield confirmed during at a press conference alongside 
creator Noah Hawley that the production will return to Alberta. It will shoot from January into 
May of next year. 

“It worked very well for us,” Littlefield said. “We have everything in place; we’re properly set 
up, and it only makes sense to go back. It’s definite.” 

Fargo, loosely based on the Coen Brothers’ 1996 Academy Award winning film, premièred on 
FX in the U.S. in April to widespread critical acclaim. 

It aired in Canada on Rogers-owned subsidiary FXX, which, ironically, is not available in 
Alberta.  

Damian Petti, president of IATSE Local 212, said the first season employed 110 local members 
of the union. 

“The people who worked on it are really looking forward to doing another season here,” Petti 
says. “People often don’t realize that it’s a very high per cent of local hires on shows like this.”  

Fargo certainly gave local crews a chance to shine. It was nominated earlier this month for 18 
Emmy Awards, including nods for best miniseries, miniseries writing for Hawley, directing, lead 
actors Billy Bob Thornton and Martin Freeman, supporting actor Colin Hanks and supporting 
actress Allison Tolman. Adam Bernstein and Colin Bucksey will compete against each other in 
the best director category for two separate episodes. Jeff Russo is up for best score. Director of 
photography and former Calgarian Matt Lloyd is up for best cinematography, which pits him 
against Dana Gonzales, who was nominated for another episode. Other Albertans, or former 
Albertans, up for Emmys on the series include Jackie Lind, who is on the team for outstanding 
casting; Gail Kennedy, Joanne Preece and Gunther Schetterer share a nomination for makeup; 
production mixer Mike Playfair is on the team for sound mixing; Frank Laratta, Jason Lawrence 
and Brent Planiden were on the team nominated for sound editing.  

The new season of Fargo will feature a new “true crime” story, and will be set in a new time 
period. Landgraf said the new scripts are not yet written, but he said the new season will feature 
an entirely new cast. Unlike American Horror Story, which features the same actors in different 
roles each season, Fargo will be remade from the top down. 

“Fargo demands a different level of realism,” Landgraf said. 

The “Minnesota nice” milieu will remain, Landgraf said, but the faces will change. 

“It breaks my heart in a way, because I fell in love with those actors. But I don’t think we could 
start again without new actors.” 
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